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SUMMARY

Background: A problem encountered by medical examiners is that they have to assess injuries that have already been medically treated. Thus, they have to base their reports on clinical forensic examinations performed hours or days after an injury was sustained, or even base their assessment solely on information gleaned from medical files. In both scenarios, the forensic examiner has to rely heavily on the first responder’s documentation of the original injury pattern. Medical priority will be to immediately treat a patient’s injuries, and the first responder may, in addition, initially be unaware of a possibly criminal origin of an injury. As a result, the documentation of injuries is frequently of limited value for forensic purposes. This situation could be improved if photographic records were briefly made of injuries before they were treated.

Methods: German-language medicolegal, criminal, and photography journals and books were selectively searched with the help of PubMed and other databases. In addition, the authors’ experiences in creating and evaluating photographic records for clinical forensic use were assessed.

Results: This paper is an aid to creating photographic records of sufficient quality for forensic purposes. The options provided by digital photography in particular make this endeavor feasible even in a clinical setting. In addition, our paper illuminates some technical aspects of creating and archiving photographic records for forensic use, and addresses possible error sources.

Conclusion: With the requisite technical background knowledge, injuries can be photographically recorded to forensic standards during patient care.
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The importance of clinical forensic examination has been demonstrated in numerous publications (1–9). By the time these examinations take place, however, the injuries will usually already have been attended to as avoiding detrimental health outcomes for the patient has priority (Figure 1). Also, a lot of forensic assessments of injuries and their possible consequences are done on reviewing the clinical and, if available, radiological documentation in the patient’s record (10).

Any suspicion of external violence is often only raised in retrospect, so that a clinical forensic examination is only requested days after the initial emergency treatment. It can therefore be impossible to reconstruct the original clinical findings which are the forensically relevant ones.

In these cases photographic evidence of the injuries prior to treatment has a crucial role to play in the forensic assessment and any subsequent criminal investigation (Figure 2). Understandably, not every injury that requires medical treatment can be documented with photographs. However, if there is a suspicious presentation (see Box), pictures of the presenting injuries should be obtained.

Thanks to the development of digital photography, practically everyone now has access to small digital cameras that allow economic, fast and simple production of good quality photographs. Even some mobile phones offer reasonable picture facilities. However, mobile telephones should not be used for medical documentation of injuries because the quality might be limited, there might be problems with data protection, and it might create the impression of a lack of professionalism. Other advantages of digital photography are that the picture can be checked immediately on the camera, are readily available for viewing on a computer screen, and can easily be shared and printed. One problem with the use of forensic photographs is that often a crucial picture cannot be used due to insufficient image quality. The aim of this review article is therefore to provide guidance on how to produce pictures of sufficient quality and to avoid common mistakes in order to ensure that pictures can be used as forensic evidence (11).
The following are common mistakes (12):
- poorly focussed images (Figure 3),
- blurred images due to camera shake,
- over- or under-exposed images,
- poor color reproduction (Figures 3 and 4),
- image noise.

From the point of view of content, perspective distortion and the choice of what details are shown in the picture are of importance (Figure 4). To understand these mistakes and to develop strategies to avoid them it is useful to learn about some technical aspects of photography as well as the technical details of the camera used. Additional information on the subject matters discussed in the following chapters can be found in summarized form in the supplementary eBox.

**Subject—what is in the picture: the most important factor**

In forensic photo-documentation it is most important to document findings exactly and in context. One should always use some means of indicating scale (Figures 1–4). Angled rulers, standard rulers and tape measures are useful as well as, under exceptional circumstances, objects with standardized sizes such as a coin or a matchstick. The measuring device should be used in such a way that it allows accurate sizing of the injury. In order to accurately measure injuries in pictures it is important that the measuring device and the structure to be measured are in the same plane which should be as perpendicular to the optical axis as possible.

It is useful to take a series of photographs starting with an overview and then zooming in to provide more and more detail (Figure 4). It should be possible to accurately identify the anatomical location of the injury with the help of these pictures.

**Focal length—lens-subject distance—proximity effect**

The focal length of the lens together with the distance of the camera to the subject determine what is shown in the picture. Being very close to the subject will cause three-dimensional objects—such as faces, for example—to appear out of focus. This is called the proximity effect (13–15). Current photographic literature also uses the word “wide angle effect” (16).

For forensic examination, macro photography (extreme close-up photography) is important. Most cameras can only achieve this very small distance to the subject by using a very short focal length (maximum wide angle). This can cause considerable distortion of the image.

**Digital picture sensors**

Digital single lens reflex cameras usually have better sensors than digital compact cameras and therefore produce better quality photographs.

For each picture a so-called white balance has to be set. Almost all digital cameras will do this automatically, which usually results in sufficient quality.

Alternatively, there are standardized settings a nd/or an option to set the white balance manually. To

---

**Figure 1:** Typical findings at the time of the clinical forensic examination. The wounds are already surgically treated. A more detailed assessment of the injuries described as stab wounds is no longer possible

**Figure 2:** Prior to surgical treatment of the two stab wounds (see Figure 1) the doctor in charge of the treatment took a photograph. With the help of this photo it is possible to reconstruct the injuries in retrospect far more accurately

---

**Reasons why one might suspect violence/Indication for photo-documentation**

- History: Patient or other parties report violence or inconsistent history
- Type of injury: gunshot wound, stab wound, evidence of injury from blunt object (for example hematoma in the shape of the sole of a shoe after kicking, hematomas following beatings with a stick)
- Position of injury: injuries on the extensor sides of joints or below the scalp line suggest accidental injury. Other positions might suggest injury by others.
- Number of injuries: not explained by a singular accident
compare a picture’s color balance with ‘reality’ and possibly correct its color balance, special color reference charts are available and can be included in the photograph for this purpose. Using a standardized white color in the picture can also be useful (Figure 4).

**Aperture—time—sensitivity:**

If a picture is over- or underexposed, useful information for forensic interpretation might be lost. For correct exposure the factors of aperture, time and sensitivity of the sensor need to be considered. A camera’s own exposure metering usually suggests the correct setting or selects these automatically.

**Focus—autofocus**

Focus describes the area of the subject of the photograph that will appear sharp.

The focussing can be done either manually or with help of an auto-focus system. Digital compact cameras usually only have a central area of focus. If a picture is taken in which the forensically relevant area is not in the centre of the photograph it is possible that the use of autofocus may result in focusing errors, which can result in focus on an unimportant part of the picture. This can be avoided if the focus is pointed at the important area, the auto-focus is activated, the measured values are stored and the camera is moved to the final chosen picture view.

Most cameras will activate the autofocus when you press the shutter release to the first level (not completely) and by holding it down the settings can be preserved.

**Period of exposure**

When patients, especially children, are photographed they are unlikely to hold still. Also it is important that the photographer’s hands do not shake. As a general rule, up to an exposure time of about 1/60 of a second, handheld photography will still give good quality results.

**Flash photography**

Using a flash can help to avoid camera shake. However, if a flash is used in an already bright environment it can lead to over-exposure due to the flash synchronisation time and can also lead to the effects of camera shake. With digital cameras, using a built-in flash or a flash which has been specifically made for the camera offers the advantage that the white balance will be easy to do.

**Manual selection—automatic—picture Mode**

The perfect photograph is a result of the combination of choice of subject, composition, and the above mentioned variables. In forensic photography, however, it is not the aesthetics of the picture which are important but the best possible realistic capture of the clinical findings which allow the person looking at the picture to easily grasp the type and extent of the injuries. Almost all modern cameras offer a picture mode for different photographic demands. In clinical photography, programs like “portrait” or “macro” are the most useful ones. It is important to become familiar with the camera model used and to gain an understanding of how the programmes work.

Almost all cameras offer a basic program (for example “auto”) which usually helps to achieve reliable results if a flash is also pre-selected. For macro pictures the program “macro” (flower symbol) should be chosen, and supplemented if necessary with a “soft flash”.

**Figure 3:** A boy has allegedly been involved in a physical assault. As the picture is blurred (due to poor focusing) it is not possible to assess whether the picture actually shows a bruise or for example make-up. In addition, the accuracy of color reproduction is doubtful; there is no object for comparison or standard included in the picture.

**Figure 4:** A gunshot wound (entry wound) prior to wound treatment. With the help of the ruler positioned near the wound the size of the wound can be accurately judged. The yellow skin color could suggest an incorrect white balance setting. However, the pure white color of the ruler proves that this is truly jaundiced skin. Unfortunately, it is not possible to definitely locate the position of the injury as no anatomical landmarks were included in the photo and no additional overview photos were taken.
Photo editing

Digital pictures can be edited with the help of computer software. The camera already does some of this, usually unnoticed by the photographer, for example depending on the choice of the subject program. Some cameras offer a program that allows the picture to be edited even before it is transferred to external storage media. Pictures can also be edited in retrospect and many sophisticated photo-editing software tools are available which allow a variety of changes to be made. Shortcomings of the picture in terms of quality and content caused by mistakes during the taking of the photograph can usually only be marginally improved. However, compared to the time before digital photography existed, there are whole new dimensions of picture manipulation now available (17, 18). For forensic pictures it is mandatory that the picture information produced by the camera is left in its original state. Changes made by picture-editing software should be avoided and if the correction of technical mistakes is unavoidable it should only be done on copies of the original data.

Storage and backup of picture data

Pictures which contain patient information must be stored according to the local guidelines and rules of the medical office or hospital (for example, the hospital system OPAC). In general, if the relevant interface is not available it is better to use physical storage such as a hard drive that can be backed up. A CD should be burnt and added to the patient’s records as a form of mobile copy.

So-called metadata are important for the forensic value of digital photography as evidence (19), as this information gets stored together with the picture. These metadata consists of details about when a picture was taken, which camera model was used and other specific technical information. If the picture has been edited, the time of editing and the software used will be recorded. However, not all picture editing software does this automatically. Also, with a certain level of computer knowledge it is possible to manipulate these data. Another problem is that the date and time that document when the original picture was taken are dependent on the camera settings. Only a few cameras have an automatic switch between summer and winter time and the software used will be recorded. Changes made by picture-editing software should be avoided and if the correction of technical mistakes is unavoidable it should only be done on copies of the original data.

Legal aspects

Like all diagnostic procedures the taking of photographs requires a patient’s consent. No special consent form is required. If a patient declines to have photographs taken, despite the doctor’s recommendation, then this should be documented in their records.

All pictures and data which are stored are protected by medical secrecy. Passing information to criminal investigations or passing information to third parties is regulated by the relevant data protection legislation for medical information.

KEY MESSAGES

- Clinical forensic examinations of injuries are usually done only after surgical emergency treatment and closure of the wounds by suturing or similar procedures. For this reason forensic assessment of the injuries is limited compared to first presentation.
- A complete reconstruction of the original injuries is usually only possible with a multidisciplinary approach of the forensic team and the physicians who first treated the patient.
- Photographic documentation of the clinical findings at first presentation done by the doctors prior to any treatment can be of critical importance. It is up to the doctors to decide if they do a photo-documentation.
- Pictures of injuries have to fulfil the quality criteria for forensic evidence: in focus, not blurred, overview and detail photos, detail pictures including a measuring device, indication of orientation.
- The picture data have to be stored unedited as an original to allow its use as forensic evidence.
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### Supplementary technical background information

#### Focal length—Distance to subject
- Enlargement of the picture section with increasing distance to the subject or reducing focal length
- Lens with fixed focal length: Picture detail can only be adapted by the distance to the subject, best picture quality
- Zoom lens: What is in the picture can be changed without changing the position of the camera; better flexibility but loss of picture quality.

#### Digital picture sensor
- Resolution into megapixels is not meaningful since the optical resolution is crucial; with increasing size of the image sensor the quality of the image improves. Digital single lens reflex cameras are usually equipped with much larger sensors than compact cameras and provide better image quality.
- Color definition variable, best decided by software, for each picture a so-called white balance needs to be set.
- Automatic white balance or pre-selection of the standard setting for white balance, for example "artificial light", "direct sunlight", "cloudy sky" or flash. Best practice: manual white balance with the help of measuring a neutral white surface (e.g. white paper) in the picture to allow adjustment of the color mix to this neutral value.

#### Sensitivity of the sensor
- ISO setting: ASA value first and then DIN value, for example ISO 100/21°
- Example: twice the ASA value means double the sensitivity to light
- Sensitivity of most digital picture sensors is in the range 100–200 ASA
- Increasing the sensitivity automatically or manually results in a reduction of resolution; compact cameras have smaller sensors and this usually causes deterioration of the image.

#### Autofocus
- Automatic focusing with the help of the autofocus system until a defined interference pattern is achieved
- Digital compact cameras usually only have one autofocus field, in the centre of the photo
- Faster and more flexible measurement with so-called multiple autofocus point systems

#### Focus—Depth of field
- One-third of the depth of field is in front of the subject and two-thirds is behind
- The depth of field depends on the way the lens has been constructed and the distance to the subject. The depth of field increases the more the aperture is closed and the further the focus is from the subject
- Many digital compact cameras do not have manual aperture setting

#### Exposure time
- Determined by the chosen aperture, the light level and the sensitivity of the sensor, to achieve ideal exposure
- Risk of effects of camera shake if exposure time is longer than 1/60 of a second with a handheld camera
- In macro photography, shorter exposure time is required

#### Camera flash and external flashes
- If a flash is used exposure time is constant for example 1/100 or 1/60 of a second (so-called flash synchronization time)
- How long the flash is on decides how much light effectively hits the sensor, automatic switch off of the flash when sufficient light has reached the sensor, for example after fractions of milliseconds
- Built-in flash in digital compact cameras comes as standard but is often not powerful enough
- With macro photos there is a risk of central overexposure
- Reduction of flash intensity with the help of so-called soft flash setting
- An external flash that is attached to the camera to avoid shadows from parts of the camera when taking macro photos and to improve the power of the flash
- To improve the lighting in difficult situations in macro photography, a connecting wire can be attached via the hot shoe
- If an external flash is acquired, assure compatibility of the systems

#### Data storage and backup
- In digital photography, SD cards are used (so-called mass storage); they are considerably more robust and less sensitive than other storage media such as hard drives or CDs/DVDs
- So-called smart card readers with USB connectors (2.0 sometimes already 3.0) to transmit the pictures from the SD card to the computer are recommended
- Direct connection of the camera to the computer is almost always possible but as this method reduces the speed of transmission and uses a lot of battery power from the camera, this is not the best way of doing it
- Storage of pictures is possible in almost all cameras in a compressed format; "*.jpg" is the most common
- Compressing the picture data to create .jpg files requires recurrent recalculation of the picture: this might have a negative impact on quality
- Formats like "*.bmp" or "*.tif" do not compress the picture but require considerably more storage space compared to "*.jpg"
- Picture editing always only on the non-compressed format. Initially, create a copy of the original compressed data and then edit this copy.